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We give some precisions on the Fourier-Laplace transform theorem for tempered ultrahyperfunc-

tions introduced by Sebastião e Silva and Hasumi, by considering the theorem in its simplest

form: the equivalence between support properties of a distribution in a closed convex cone and

the holomorphy of its Fourier-Laplace transform in a suitable tube with conical basis. We estab-

lish a generalization of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem for this setting. This theorem is inter-

esting in connection with the microlocal analysis, where a description of the singularity structure

of tempered ultrahyperfunctions in terms of the concept of analytic wave front set is given. We

also suggest a physical application of the results obtained in the construction and study of field

theories with fundamental length.
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1. Introduction

Tempered ultrahyperfunctions were introduced in papers of SEBASTIÃO E SILVA [1] and HA-
SUMI [2], under the name of tempered ultradistributions, as the strong dual of the space of test
functions of rapidly decreasing entire functions in any horizontal strip. Recently, aside from the
mathematical interest of the results presented in Refs. [1]-[7], BRÜNING–NAGAMACHI [6] have
conjectured that the properties of tempered ultrahyperfunctions are well adapted for their use in
quantum field theory with afundamental length, while BOLLINI –ROCCA [8] have given a gen-
eral definition of convolution between two arbitrary tempered ultrahyperfunctions in order to treat
the problem of singular products of functions Green also in quantum field theory. The present
contribution contains a brief statement of the results obtained in Ref. [7], where the principal prob-
lem studied was the generalization of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem for the setting of tempered
ultradistributions corresponding to a convex cone and its connection with the microlocal analysis.

2. Tempered Ultrahyperfunctions Corresponding to a Convex Cone

An open setC ⊂ Rn is called a cone ifx ∈ C implies λx ∈ C for all λ > 0. Moreover,C
is an open connected cone ifC is a cone and ifC is an open connected set. In the sequel, it
will be sufficient to assume for our purposes that the open connected coneC in Rn is an open
convex cone with vertex at the origin. A coneC′ is called compact inC – we writeC′ b C – if

the projectionprC
′ def= C

′ ∩Sn−1 ⊂ prC
def= C∩Sn−1, whereSn−1 is the unit sphere inRn. Being

given a coneC in x-space, we associate withC a closed convex coneC∗ in ξ -space which is the set
C∗ =

{
ξ ∈ Rn | 〈ξ ,x〉 ≥ 0,∀x∈C

}
. The coneC∗ is called thedual coneof C.

By T(C) we will denote the setRn + iC ⊂ Cn. If C is open and connected,T(C) is called
the tubular radial domain inCn, while if C is only openT(C) is referred to as a tubular cone. An
important example of tubular radial domain in quantum field theory is theforward light-cone

V+ =
{

z∈ Cn | Imz1 >
( n

∑
i=2

Im2zi

) 1
2
, Imz1 > 0

}
.

We will deal with tubes defined as the set of all pointsz∈ Cn such that

T(C) =
{

x+ iy ∈ Cn | x∈ Rn,y∈C, |y|< δ

}
,

whereδ > 0 is an arbitrary number.
Let C be an open convex cone and letC′ be an arbitrary compact cone ofC. Let B[0;r] denote

a closed ball of the origin inRn of radiusr, wherer is an arbitrary positive real number. Denote
T(C′; r) = Rn + i

(
C′ \

(
C′ ∩B[0;r]

))
. We want to consider the space consisting of holomorphic

functions f (z) such that∣∣ f (z)
∣∣≤ K(C′)(1+ |z|)NehC∗ (y) , z= x+ iy ∈ T(C′; r) , (1)

wherehC∗(y) = sup
ξ∈C∗ |〈ξ ,y〉| is the indicator ofC∗, K(C′) is a constant that depends on an ar-

bitrary compact coneC′ andN is a non-negative real number. The set of all functionsf (z) which
are holomorphic inT(C′; r) and satisfy the estimate (1) will be denoted byH o

c . In what follows,
we shall prove two lemmas which will be important for our extension of Paley-Wiener-Schwartz
theorem for the setting of tempered ultrahyperfunctions.
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Lemma 2.1. Let C be an open convex cone, and let C′ be an arbitrary compact cone contained in
C. Let h(ξ ) = ek|ξ |g(ξ ), ξ ∈Rn, be a function with support in C∗, where g(ξ ) is a bounded continu-
ous function onRn. Let y be an arbitrary but fixed point of C′\

(
C′∩B[0;r]

)
. Then e−〈ξ ,y〉h(ξ )∈ L2,

as a function ofξ ∈ Rn.

Proof. For details see Ref. [7].

Definition 2.2. We denote by H′C∗(Rn;O) the subspace of H′(Rn;O) of distributions of exponential
growth with support in the cone C∗:

H ′
C∗(Rn;O) =

{
V ∈ H ′(Rn;O) | supp(V)⊆C∗

}
.

Lemma 2.3. Let C be an open convex cone, and let C′ be an arbitrary compact cone contained in
C. Let V= Dγ

ξ
[ehK(ξ )g(ξ )], where g(ξ ) is a bounded continuous function onRn and hK(ξ ) = k|ξ |

for a convex compact set K=
[
−k,k

]n
. Consider V∈H ′

C∗(Rn;O). Then f(z) = (2π)−n(V,e−i〈ξ ,z〉)
is an element ofH o

c .

Proof. For details see Ref. [7].

We defineUc = H o
c /Π as being the quotient space ofH o

c by set of pseudo-polynomials.
Here the setUc is the space of tempered ultrahyperfunctions corresponding to the open convex
coneC ⊂ Rn. The spaceUc is algebraically isomorphic to the space of generalized functions
H′. This result, which represents a generalization of HASUMI [2, Proposition 5], was obtained by
CARMICHAEL [5, Theorem 5] in the case whereC is an open cone, but not necessarily connected.

3. A Generalization of the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz Theorem

More can be said concerning the functionsf (z) ∈H o
c . It is shown thatf (z) ∈H o

c can be re-
covered as the (inverse) Fourier-Laplace transform1 of the constructed distributionV ∈H ′

C∗(Rn;O).
This result is a generalization of the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem.

Theorem 3.1 (PWS-Type Theorem). Let f(z) ∈ H o
c , where C is an open convex cone. Then

the Fourier ultrahyperfunction V∈H ′
C∗(Rn;O) has a uniquely determined inverse Fourier-Laplace

transform f(z) = (2π)−n(V,e−i〈ξ ,z〉) which is holomorphic in T(C′; r) and satisfies the estimate∣∣ f (z)
∣∣≤ K(C′)(1+ |z|)NehC∗ (y) , z= x+ iy ∈ T(C′; r) .

Proof. For details see Ref. [7].

1The convention of signs in the Fourier transform which is used in Ref. [7] one leads us to consider the inverse
Fourier-Laplace transform.
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4. Analytic Wave Front Set of Tempered Ultrahyperfunctions

We shall characterize the spectrum of singularities of tempered ultrahyperfunctions via the
notion of analytic wave front set [9]. Let us now consider the consequences of Theorem3.1.

Theorem 4.1. If u ∈Uc(Rn) and V∈ H ′
C∗(Rn;O) (with O⊆ Rn), then WFA(u)⊂ Rn×C∗.

Proof. Let {C∗
j } j∈L be a finite covering of closed properly convex cones ofC∗. DecomposeV ∈

H ′
C∗(Rn;O) as follows:

V = ∑ Vj , such thatVj ∈ H ′
C∗

j
(Rn;O) =

{
Vj ∈ H ′(Rn;O) | supp(Vj)⊆C∗

j

}
. (4.1)

Next apply the Theorem3.1for eachVj . Then the decomposition (4.1) will induce a representation
of u in the form of a sum of boundary values of functionsf j(z)∈H o

c j
, such thatf j(z)→F−1[Vj ]∈

H′ in the strong topology ofH′ asy= Imz→ 0, y∈C′
j ⊂Cj . According to Theorem3.1, the family

of functions f j(z) satisfy the estimate∣∣ f j(z)
∣∣≤ K(C′)(1+ |z|)NehC∗ (y) , z= x+ iy ∈ T(C′

j ; r) .

unless〈ξ ,Y〉 ≥ 0 for ξ ∈C∗
j andY ∈C′

j , with |Y|< δ . Then the cones of “bad” directions responsi-
ble for the singularities of these boundary values are contained in the dual cones of the base cones.
So, we have the inclusion

WFA(u)⊂ Rn×
⋃

j

C∗
j . (4.2)

Then, by making a refinement of the covering and shrinking it toC∗, we obtain the desired result.

5. Physical Applications of the Results Obtained

The Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem has a conceptual significance for QFT since it determines
the analytic structure ofn-point correlations functions of the fields, relating this structure to the
support properties implied by the basic physical notions of causality and spectral condition. This
theorem underlines the derivation of the main results of the axiomatic QFT, such as PCT theorem.

In its standard form, the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem deals with the Fourier-Laplace trans-
form of tempereddistributions and so with analytic functions which havepolynomial growthat in-
finity. It enters in some way or other in the perturbative framework to QFT due to thetemperedness
of the free propagators. However, the behavior of the fields in a QFT with a fundamental length
(as the non-commutative quantum field theories (NCQFT)) can be appreciablymore singular. This
implies that the Wightman framework of local QFT turned out to be too narrow for theoretical
physicists, who are interested in handling situations involving a QFT with a fundamental length.
In particular, for NCQFT some very important evidences to expect that the traditional Wightman
axioms must be somewhat modified are:

• NCQFT are nonlocal.
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• The existence of hard infrared singularities in the non-planar sector of the theory can destroy
the temperednature of the Wightman functions.

• The commutation relations [xµ ,xν ] = iθµν also imply uncertainty relations for space-time
coordinates ∆xµ∆xν ∼

∣∣θµν

∣∣, indicating that the notion of space-time point loses its meaning.
Space-time points are replaced by cells of area of size

∣∣θµν

∣∣. This suggests the existence of
a finite lower limit to the possible resolution of distance. The nonlocal structure of NCQFT
manifests itself in a indeterminacy of the interaction regions, which spread over a space-time
domain whose size is determined by the existence of a fundamental length ` related to the

scale of nonlocality `∼
√∣∣θµν

∣∣.
Our aim is to apply the results obtained here in the extension of the Wightman axiomatic

approach to NCQFT in terms of tempered ultrahyperfunctions (for details see [10]). We note
that the class of NCQFT in terms of ultrahyperfunctions allows for the possibility that the off-
mass-shell amplitudes can grow at large energies faster than any polynomial (such behavioris not
possibleif fields are assumed to be tempered only). This fact is relevant since NCQFT stands as
an intermediate framework between string theory and the usual quantum field theory.
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